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7 QUICK TIPS

Before buying a motorcycle, you need to figure out what kind of features you want on your next ride. Keep these considerations in 
mind when compiling your motorcycle wish list: 

You’ll want to make sure when searching for a bike, you’re keeping budget in mind. Many people 
forget there’s more than just the cost of the bike. It’s also important to consider the total cost of 
ownership of the motorcycle. Three things to consider are…

There are so many different types of bikes. It’s crucial to research each motorcycle type to 
determine which would be the best fit for you, your lifestyle, and your riding style. You’ll want 
to consider the size of the bike, your level of expertise, and your price range. Some of the most 
popular options include: 

When thinking about overall cost, you may also consider how you can sell your used 
motorcycle once you’re done with it or want to upgrade, helping you recoup some of your 
money.

Size
Type / Style
Ergonomics
Storage options (compartments, under 
the seat storage, saddlebags, etc.)
Technology integration

The down-payment (if you plan on financing), 
Regular expenses, like monthly payments, insurance, fuel, etc., and
Preventative maintenance and unexpected repairs.

Fuel economy 
Seat height
Brand
Displacement
Weight
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Determine 
Your Budget.

Choose Your 
Motorcycle Type.

Cruisers Dirt Bikes Dual-Sport Standard Sportbikes Touring

Build Your List.

In our increasingly digital world, buying items online isn’t just reserved for smaller purchases like clothes 
or everyday supplies. It may come as no surprise, but larger items like cars and even motorcycles can be 
purchased virtually. Purchasing a bike online or in a largely digital setting might seem overwhelming, but it 
doesn’t have to be with our top tips and tricks to guide you along the way.

FOR BUYING A MOTORCYCLE IN A VIRTUAL WORLD



Now that you’ve determined your preferred features, budget, and the type of motorcycle you’d 
like, it’s time to see what’s out there. On dealership websites and online marketplaces like 
CycleTrader.com, you can browse listings and filter results based on your preferred criteria. 
Listings commonly provide:

While you’re researching, be sure to compare listings. Just because you’ve found one bike that 
could be a good fit doesn’t mean there’s not a better motorcycle or better deal out there. As you 
more seriously consider different motorcycles, don’t forget to research the dealer, too, to make 
sure they’re reputable.

When you’re interested in a motorcycle, you don’t have to immediately walk through the 
dealership’s doors. There are a variety of virtual communication options available that may be 
offered by a seller, including…

Once you’ve decided to purchase a motorcycle, you may be able to complete most or all of the 
buying steps online, depending on state laws and dealership policies. Check to see if virtual 

Spikes in scams occur around the holidays - but they can happen all year. Stay safe while making 
online purchases by:

You can also check to see if you have to go to the dealership lot yourself, or if the bike can be 
delivered right to your driveway.

Remember - it’s perfectly fine to request more photos, inquire about additional details, ask 
questions, talk financing, make an offer, negotiate price, or chat about anything else that might 
make or break the deal for you.
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Connect with 
the Seller.

Review Virtual 
Buying Options.

Avoid Fraud 
and Scams.

Do Your 
Research.

Pro-Virtual Shopping Tip: With some 
dealerships, you can even conduct a 
virtual motorcycle inspection via a live 
video chat, which allows you to…

View the bike, 
Hear the engine running, 
See the mileage, 

Review parts or potential damage, 
Ask questions, and 
Hear the dealer’s sales pitch.

A final inspection of the motorcycle via live video streaming,
Signing documents,
Obtaining financing (from the dealership or third party), or
Obtaining warranties (from the dealership or third party).

Confirming the seller is real. 
Checking online reviews.
Asking fellow riders about the 
dealer.
Evaluating their website credibility.
Confirming bike photos are real (and 
not stock images).
Confirming  the deal is real.
Using caution clicking links.
Not sharing too much personal data.

Only using secure sites (with a 
padlock symbol in the address bar 
and “https” as the first letters of the 
URL).
Avoiding direct money transfers.
Using credit card protection 
services.
Regularly checking online bank 
statements for suspicious activity.
Checking dealers’ privacy policies.

Our virtual world is making it easier than ever to find your perfect ride. 
If you’re ready to start the search for your next motorcycle, visit CycleTrader.com today.


